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Students
appear on
charges
By TOM TUSA
Sports Editor

Winonan Photo by Brian Poulter

Dog Day Afternoon
Steve Nelson, his daughter, Chelle, and their dogs
Samson and Sheena took in part of the Winona State
Women's softball game against UW-Superior Saturday.

Samson apparently was not impressed by the Warrior's
4-3 victory over Superior during the Miller Lite Classic.

Two Winona State students, who have been
charged with aggravated forgery, have made their
first appearances in the Winona County Court.
Eric Jackson, a 20-year-old freshman from
Tampa, Fla., and Sean Gantt, a 19-year-old residing in Yonkers, N.Y., have been released by the
court on their own recognisance.
Jackson appeared with lawyer Steve Biesanz before Judge Lawrence T. Collins Monday, requesting a motion for an omnibus hearing. Jackson is
scheduled to appear for that hearing April 22. Until
then, Biesanz may withdraw his motion for the omnibus hearing and use the scheduled court date for
an arraignment, Collins said.
Gantt, who is a member of the Winona State
men's basketball team, is scheduled to appear in
court Thursday morning.
The men have been charged in connection with
a stolen checkbook and passing checks to Dominos Pizza and the Athlete's Foot, both in Winona.
Jackson has also been charged with passing two
checks in La Crosse, Wisc., and is scheduled to
appear in La Crosse April 11.

Threat of welfare cut creates state support group
By DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

A meeting this Friday is expected to
bring about the creation of a state-wide
support group for recipients of Aid to
Families with Dependent Children.
Coordinating the meeting is Winona
State senior Shelia French, who lead local
efforts against a proposed 30 percent cut
in AFDC by the Minnesota Senate last
month.

"I was expecting a cut. I think it was a
miracle — an answer to my prayers," said
French about when she heard the legislative session left AFDC untouched.
Before the finale, French and other
AFDC recipients like Beverly Sandlin (also
a mother and Winona State student) wrote
letters and called legislators regularly trying to voice out against the proposal. "It
seemed like they wern't going to listen to
us. They wouldn't even answer our calls

when they found out we were AFDC
moms," French said.
"Writing the letters, making phone calls
and getting in the news helped, but they
felt guilty. They knew it was wrong,if they
believed in God in any way. I believe the
spirit touched some hearts and changed
some minds," French said.
But as she accepts the surprise with
pleasure and gratitude, French also wonders what's in store for AFDC next ses-

sion. "I'm not sure how long it's going to
last. I'm sure they'll discuss it next year."
Around 1 p.m. this Friday, French will
try to coordinate a meeting of local AFDC
recipients at Lake Park by Community
Memorial Hospital to get everyone to "understand what happened and that it's not
over yet — and get them to vote."
French said she hopes to start a state
See AFDC, page 6

Budget
et cuts hit universities

University has to skimp on supplies, books

By BILL POND
News Editor

The Minnesota Legislature's
decision to cut the state budget
by $109 million will effect Winona
State by about $700,000 next
year, officials project.
Minnesota's post secondary institution funding for 1986-87 was
cut by $36 million last week, $6.3
million of which will come from
state universities like Winona
State, said Ed McMahon of the
State University Board .
"We projected out pretty early
(last fall) what the impact was
going to be," McMahon
said."The problem is some of the
campuses are having a very hard
time adjusting."
The areas most likely to be affected by the cuts include equipment and supplies, repair operations and the purchasing power
of university libraries, State Uni-

versity System Lobbyist Gene
Mammenga said. There will be
no cuts in financial aid from this
action, he said.
"Anytime a budget is cut, it's
not a positive thing. We've been
in these budget cuts before (and)

we're learning how to survive
them," said Winona State Vice
President of Administrative Affairs Norm Decker.
Winona State's budget cut of
four percent ($700,000) is "a
rather substantial cut," he said.

Cutbacks as high as 20 percent may be made at Winona
State in the purchasing of supplies and equipment, according
to Decker, who referred to the
cutbacks as a "tightening of the
belt."

Penny stands by new law
By BILL POND
News Editor

Representative Tim Penny talked to about 20
students and citizens of Winona at last Thursday morning's Eggs and Issues breakfast sponsored by the Winona Area Chamber of CornmercePenny, who supports the Gramm-RudmanHollins law (an attempt at deficit reduction),
said the federal government has to make "serious attempts at deficit reduction," and added

"it is the most important issue to work on."
He mentioned President Reagan's proposed
military spending increase of $30 billion and
cut-backs in domestic programs by $28 billion.
Any savings the President's domestic cuts
would make would go to the increase in military spending, said Penny.
Gramm-Rudman-Hollins is a way "to stop us
before we spend again," said Penny, who sup-

The cutbacks will not increase
tuition for next year, Decker said,
because the Minnesota Higher
Education Coordinating Board set
up tuition increases during the
1985-87 biennium.
Superintendent of the Winona
Public School System Lee Brittenham said reductions will affect
the school system's summer programs. "When the dust finally
settled in the legislature, a good
deal of our summer school program and transportation was
cut."
Brittenham said about $6 million was cut in public education
state-wide. Until Winona schools
come up with a summer school
schedule, and a price to go along
with it, the cuts' effect on Winona
School District won't really be
known, he said.

See Eggs, page 6
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Mississippi Stylists

Housing reservations leave
more rooms for freshmen
By SHERI JACOBSON
Asst. Feature Editor

Around 630 students signed up
last week to live in Winona
State's dorms next year.
Housing Director John Ferden
said the registration was a little
less than usual this year, and
hoped it would help the anticipated large number of freshmen
needing housing next fall. Those
students will find 769 beds available when they try for on campus
housing.
Usually 1,300 students a year
live in the dorms, and about 100
to 150 women live at the College
of Saint Teresa until they can get
Winona State housing, said Ferden. This year, about 135 women
lived at St. Teresa's.
But women aren't the only
ones waiting for Winona State
dorm space. Fall 1985, 120 men
were on a waiting list, according
to Ferden.
Because of that, a development firm from La Crosse, Wisc.,

has placed an off-campus housing ad in Kryzsko Commons for
renters in a possible apartment
building to be located across
from Winona State's tennis
courts.
Ferden said he knew very little
about the possible apartment
complex. "They (developers)
have picked up the options to buy
four or five houses on that block.
If they get enough takers, (interested students) they'll build
them."
Ferden didn't know how many
students had contacted the developers, who were unavailable
for comment to the Winonan.
A drop has been seen in the
number of students cancelling
room reservations from the time
they sign up in spring to the start
of classes the following fall, Ferden said. A new policy this year
requires students to make $100
down payments for their rooms in
the fall. Those students have until
the end of April to cancel their

67 Lafayette
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By TRACY KLOVENS

Fewer freshmen from 1984-85
came back for a sophomore year
than in the year before, according
to a report by Winona State's research office.
Dennis Martin, acting director
of institutional research, says that
67 percent of the freshman class
of 1984 returned for their sophomore year, a nine percent decrease from the previous year.
"This decrease is not unusual
considering universities across
the United States lose approximately 35-40 percent of their
freshman the next year," said
Martin. Winona State lost 33 percent.
To find out how the school was
doing on retention of freshmen,
Martin and his staff came up with
questionnaires which were mailed to the 282 students who decided not to return to Winona State.
Not included were those sacked
for low grades.
According to the report, 84
questionnaires — 29 percent of
those sent out — were returned.
The forms asked students the
major and n iinor reasons as to
why they didn't come back to
Winona State.
Martin and his staff found that
the most common reason students answering the survey left
Winona State was because they
wanted to attend another university. The number two cause was
for personal or family reasons.
"If the reasons are personal for

dents are academically satisfied

at Winona State."
Another major reason for students leaving were finances.
Martin's report included some
suggestions on how to keep tight
student budgets from forcing
freshmen to drop out. Those included increased scholarships,
additional need-based aid, tuition
reductions, and waivers.
The survey was designed to
give ideas on where to improve
Winona State so as to retain
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more students, Martin said. The
same type of report is planned for
the next three years so the
school can get information from
students of different classes.

(BUD. LIGHT)

Martin said that non-returning
foreign students were not surveyed because in most cases the
school did not know where to
send the questionnaires and the
numbers of international students
were small, anyway.
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attending another university, or
obviously for family reasons, we
can't control that," said Martin.
"It is encouraging to see that the
main reasons why students did
not return to school here were
personal, in which we have no
say, because it shows that stu-

454-5061
Perm Special
$16"
4( Hair Cut

reservations without the penalty
of losing their deposits.
Cost for food service and a
double room at Winona State is
$573 per quarter, up from last
year's $515. Next year, the price
will rise seven to nine percent to
about $620, with the increase
covering fuel, utilities and insurance, Ferden said.
Winona state's housing department is planning some new
things for next year's dorms. Ferden said $60,000 may be spent
for new furniture and televisions,
and he said the school is looking
into universal gym sets, costing
$8-10,000 each, for the dorms. A
place for a large-screen television
is being looked for and Ferden's
department will be seeking a new
staff member for Prentiss-Lucas
Hall.
Improvements in the telephone
system are also planned.

Less freshmen returning
Staff Reporter

Winona
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Most used an oscillating fan for cooling purposes and the tan you
received left white streaks or spots due to a small, flat tanning surface.
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have 36 to 40 reflector lamps, have "built-in" fans to keep you cool
and are much larger with concave surfaces to tan you everywhere.
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lamp system you'll love the dark even tan you get from the 36 lamp
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Most aid goes to
private college kids
By JANET MEISCH
Staff Reporter

The highest percentage of aid per college student in Minnesota goes to those attending private colleges rather than public, according to a Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board report.
About 18 percent of Minnesota college
students attending private four-year colleges receive 32 percent of the state
scholarship and grant money, the report
said. This compares to 21 percent of the
students who attend state universities and
receive only 17 percent of the state aid.
The average award received by a student at a private university is $1,710. A
student at a state university receives an
average award of $751.
Phil Lewenstein, a spokesman for the
HECB, said higher tuition costs at private
universities is the main reason for more
state aid going that way. "Our philosophy
is to meet the needs of the students. We
want to let students have the choice of
schools. We want them to be able to go to
the school they feel will best meet their
needs."
But access should be the issue instead
of choice, according to Jim Schmidt, chair
of the Minnesota State University Student
Association.
He argues the state should help its public universities by providing more dollars
to the students that want to get an education.
"I know many people who have had to
drop out of school or were not able to attend at all because of the cost," said Schmidt. That situation ruins the "dream" for

all students who had hopes of receiving
an education and securing a good job.
Schmidt explained that students at both
state and private universities are expected
to pay 50 percent of the cost of attendance. This is part of the Shared Responsibility philosophy. This money is to come
from a student's savings, loans, and work
wages. Often in the case of the private
college students, they receive generous
grants from their well-endowed university,
said Schmidt. A state student often must
take out a loan to pay for the portion of
the cost that he can't meet.
Another portion of the cost of attendance is to come in the form of parental
contributions, Schmidt said. This amount
is determined by family income, though
"there is no law saying that the parent
must contribute this $1,000 or whatever it
ends up being, and in many cases the
students take on this cost , too."
The amount of federal aid a student
gets is also determined by need. A state
university student gets about 83-85 percent of his aid in the form of federal dollars. The state picks up the remaining
amount. Many private college students do
not qualify for federal aid, however, so the
state picks up a larger percentage of their
costs.
St. Mary's College has 279 of its students (25 percent) receiving average state
awards of $2,030. College of Saint Teresa's had 124 students or 31 percent of its
students receiving average awards of
$2,030, while Winona State reported 965
students receiving awards averaging $689
per student.

Winonan Photo by Rich Schneider
Dan Roach, Jim Battaglini, Jeff Elton, and John Christenson took advantage of
the sun and the mud last week for a game of Frisbi-500.
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Merger terrific
Two student groups who try to bring students fun things to see on
campus have decided to merge — and we applaud it!
The Social Cultural Activities Committee is typically known for
bringing in acts like comedian Jay Leno last fall, G. Gordon Liddy
last spring, and occasional coffee house entertainment in the
Smaug. It has a budget of $25,000 this year.
The Union Program Council currently puts on movies in Somsen
Hall auditorium, video tape nights in Art Tye lounge, and dances in
Kryzsko Commons East Cafeteria. It has a budget of $11,000 this
year.
SCAC's leadership for more than three years has been weak, at
best. Presidents have either done all the work themselves, or done
very little SCAC members have said. UPC has had weak memberships, while both have 'peen unstable in promoting and organizing
events.
The combination of the two will bring two half-active groups together to create a more solid and powerful student event committee. The good resources from each will form a more solid, active
group of students working towards common goals. And the budgets
from both will total $36,000, enabling the group to bring in more expensive or more frequent speakers or entertainment for students.
The merger of SCAC and UPC can only benefit students, with the
resources, knowledge, talent and funds of both groups finally uniting for a common cause — student entertainment.

Vote, for yourself
April 29 will be our chance to vote in next year's Student Senate.
But what is it we want in a Student Senate?
• We want student concerns to be dealt with as soon as possible
by a reliable group of individuals who know what many of us feel
about similar issues.
• We want to have action taken on things like the phone system
right away, by a unified voice of our representatives.
• We want to have peers representing us on issues we don't know
about, but trust them to handle in our best interest.
Those are some pretty big responsibilities. They sound easy, almost common sense-like, but they're not.
A Senate is made up of its members, either with good intentions,
or with resume plans.
Those Senators with good intentions have to work to get out there
and listen to students. They have to joke with them, eat with them
and take classes with them to truly grasp student concerns and issues.
Senators also have to go beyond listening by actually checking
into the validity of concerns, and into what could be done to really
deal with those concerns. Senators have to research and interview
knowledgeable sources about those concerns, and then be tactful,
yet stern, in dealing with them with the administration. The art of
representation comes not from kissing behinds, but from the direct,
polite communication of stern beliefs built upon solid facts.
A Senator has to get the feel of the student body, research its
concerns and act on them by presenting his or her knowledge to
the Senate as a whole, and to those responsible for the concerns'
origination. We can always complain about things, especially who
we elect to serve us. Besides that, it's easy to complain about people like Senators. But if we complain, we should also be willing to tell
them what it is we want. And we should vote.
When you vote, vote for someone you know is fairly popular. And
also vote for someone you feel would really try to find out things for
students, and wouldn't be afraid to take a stand as a Senator for the
students he or she represents.
Afterall, a Senate and its president are only as good as the students who elect them.

Get real, grow up
We go to Mingles and other bars to have fun, possibly to dance,
or just visit with friends, relax and listen to the music. We're happy
to be out and allput, on our own — young adults enjoying our lives.
One song played at Mingles and other dance bars is "Money,
Money." It's an old, fun song to listen and dance to.
But in Winona, as in Minneapolis and Chicago, there's an ugly
side to the song, and it's not from the group singing it, or from the
writer. It's from those dancing to it, those who find it's cute, fun, or
enjoyable to shout at appropriate times during the song, "Hey, get
layed, get f---ed!"
That's definitely something all of us, as peers, can be proud to
hear! So would it be to our parents, our instructors, and anyone else
we hope we could gain respect from.
-

k

Iv

Letters
By law wrong
To the Editor:
The other day I was asked to
sign a petition dealing with the
Student Senate requirement of
six months' Senate experience
prior to running for Senate president. It wasn't until I read this
petition that I was aware that
such a requirement existed.
I believe that this policy is elitism, where only the few in the
clique can run for president.
The Senate should be concerned with the needs and concerns of the student body, rather
than finding ways to make life
nicer for themselves. But due to
a referendum item the Senate
managed to railroad through last
year, we are limited to choose
someone for president who has
been on the Senate for six
months or more.
March 26 the Student Senate
decided not to support the
presented resolution to change

1 , 1
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Faculty were here

To the Editor:
I, for one, would like to object to
your story "Teachers don't work
Fridays"
(Winonan,
March
29,1986).
To conclude from your survey
that the faculty are not working
because they weren't in their offices suggests that you were not
interested in doing much more

Corrections/Clarifications
SCAC's advisor is Jon Kosidowski (Winonan, page 1, April 2,
1986).
Chris Coker did not go on a spring break trip because he had to
work instead(Winonan, page 2, April 2, 1986).
The St. Paul Pioneer Press and Dispatch does not hire a public
contact editor whose job it is to handle public complaints.
Two music professors were on campus the Friday the Winonan
went looking for instructors.

Winonan

-

To those who find the imbecilic urge to shout that phrase, grow
up. It's dumb.

this policy by a vote of 16 to 10.
To me this says that 16 of the 29
Senators who voted believe in a
policy of elitism. The powerful
few wanting to keep the power to
themselves.
I encourage the students of
Winona State to let your Senate
know how you feel about this
policy. Just walk right in the Senate office and tell them. You
don't need six months' experience to express your opinion to
the Senate . . . not yet!
Sincerely,
William Diesslin

Chief Editor
News Editor
Feature Edtior
Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Asst. News Editor
Asst. Feature Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
Asst. Photo Editor
Chief Feature Reporter
Columnists:

Dale Kurschner
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Tom Tusa
Brian Poulter
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Sheri Jacobson
Wayne Bower
Jeff Thompson
Amy Donohue
Paul Marszalek
Mary Krocheski

than making the faculty look
bad. Did you check the laboratories and the library where some
may have been preparing lectures for subsequent classes?
Did you check Kryzsko Commons where at least 20 to 30
faculty were in one room attending a seminar? Even if some of
them were at home, did you
bother to check with a single faculty member to find out what he
or she might be doing? How
many already put in some fifteen
hour days that week because
they taught a night class or two
in Rochester'?
A vast majority of Winona
State's faculty work very hard
and devote considerably more
time to be available for students
— in and out of the classroom —
than occurs at many other universities. Since most students
are not interested in Friday classes, it does not seem at all unreasonable that faculty choose
Friday afternoon to work on the
many other things they have to
do to provide a quality education
to students.
At least, be fair and note that
none of the Deans were in their
offices either. They were at the
same seminar in Kryzsko Commons and therefore must not
have been working!
Richard C. Coughlin
Dean, College of Liberal Arts
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Opinion
Off the Record
By Paul Marszalek

Bad luck — why?
Friday morning I had a feeling that something was wrong with my
car. About the only thing I know how to do on a car is check the oil.
So I did. Sure enough, it was a quart down. I thought that it was a
bit weird that I needed oil because the level was fine three months
ago.
Later that same day, Dan Bjornson, the evening PAC custodian
and I went to our extra secret fishing hole. The usually hot crappie
spot was strangely quite that day. Dan theorized that northern pike
had moved in and scattered the crappies. Sure enough, not within
five minutes, I had landed two nice pike. Unfortunately, pike aren't
in season yet, so they had to be thrown back.
Friday afternoon, I was playing a little softball. I wanted to play
shortstop, but ended up at third. I don't like playing third. There's
something about the batter pulling one down the line and the ball
taking a bad hop that worries me. Sure enough the batter pulled
one down the line and a bad hop had me briefly singing soprano.
They say that bad luck comes in threes, and well, there's proof
positive. What bothered me was the reason for my bad luck.
I believe in Karma, so I started thinking about any bad things I
had done to people. As usual, I couldn't think of any.
Friday evening it all made sense. There had been a letter laying
on my desk for a few days. As a rule, I never open any of my mail
until three days after receiving it. Don't ask me why; I just don't.
The first line of the letter read, "Kiss someone you love when you
get this letter and make magic." I was horrified. This was a CHAIN
LETTER!

I read on. It told me that I would have good luck if I mailed out ten
copies within two days of receiving it. The letter told of people
world-wide winning big after continuing the chain. Constantine Clas
won a $2 million lottery.
The chain letter had a dark side. Gene Welch lost his wife while
in the Philippines six days after receiving the letter. Aria Addit lost
his job. The message was clear, break the chain, and you'll pay.
Looking for some sort of consolation, I called the post office.
Winona Postmaster Terry Meyer told me that although such letters
are illegal, "the chances are nil" that the inspection service would
bag the crook who sent it.
Although I do not consider myself superstitious, my Friday experience gave me something to think about.
I decided to do a little research. I dug for hours trying to make
connections between historic examples of bad luck and chain letters. What I found was quite interesting.
It seems that the chain letter concept is not new. There are indications that Napoleon ignored something of a parchment-bound
"chain message" just four days before Waterloo. Politically motivated chain letters are at work today. Rumor has it that former Philippine Pres . Marcos disregarded a highly classified "chain document" sometime in late February.
The sports world has also been affected. 15 days before the end
of the season, key members of the 1969 Chicago Cubs laughed at
chain letters they had been sent.
Sure, yer think I'm superstitious, or even a bit paranoi0 But for'
me, the facts are on the table. Do yourself a favor, be careful. Think
twice before you laugh at...a CHAIN LETTER!

Letters
Profs do work Fridays

To the Editor:

The headline "Teachers Don't
Work Fridays" (Winonan March
29) is "catchy" but totally inaccurate and misleading. Had you
and your "researchers" really
been after factual information
you would have found that statement to be untrue. However,
then you wouldn't have had a
story, would you?
In the time period in which your
"reporters" were "surveying"
the campus, for example, I was
engaged in a meeting on affirmative action with faculty
members across the campus! I
am aware, in addition, of two
other meetings that were held on
the campus. Friday has become
a meeting day at Winona State.
I totally reject your depiction of
faculty at Winona State as
shown in both the article and the
editorial. You imply that the faculty is not a professional group. I
can speak knowledgeably about
the faculty in the College of
Business and those I have come
to know in other colleges. As a
group, this faculty is a dedicated
group of professionals who take
their job very seriously and who

recognize that their primary mission is that of educating young
people. Your comments on research do not display knowledge
about the importance of research to classroom performance, but rather ignorance on
your part.
You ignore other important
aspects of faculty performance. I
would note, for instance, that the
two departments on the College
of Business offer 30 classes as
night classes in order to better
accommodate student needs. Of
these, 10 are given in Rochester
which, I can testify, requires a
day running from 8 a.m. until
after 11 p.m.
This faculty has agreed to do the
whole program on an overload
basis, in addition to teaching a
full schedule. This is dedication.
Finally, I resent the implications
made about the Business Education faculty. On page one of
the story you say that most instructors "not in their office had
gone home for the day around
noon, according to the department secretaries." On page two
you note that the "reporters"
found no faculty members in
Business Education. I was with

one of those faculty members in
a two-hour affirmative action
meeting. Another of those faculty members was in another
meeting.
In sum, I find your article to be
an unfair indictment of a group
of dedicated, professional educators based on inaccurate information.
Sincerely,
Doug Sweetland, Dean
College of Business

Exhibit good for WSU
To the Editor:

I've just returned from viewing
the Sculpture I exhibit in the
Smaug. What an excellent showing! From the range of the styles
to the diversity of the media to
the completely professional format of the presentations, it's a
show that the participants, instructor, and Winona State University can be proud of. I hope
this "mini-show" is a harbinger
of more good things to come
from the fine arts area.
Lee Loerch
Admissions

Easy way out can lead to no way out
There's a very worrisome trend alive
and well in American politics. It's the tendency to move away from responsibility. It
ascends to the top of the hierarchy and
digs all the way down to the grass roots.
It's a problem because responsibility is the
very crux of a democratic society, something we Americans are proud to boast
about.
But in those same boastful breaths, we
hear advocates for, among other things, a
single, six-year term for the U.S. Presidency.
Advocates for such a modification to the
constitution claim that it's favorable to
have an effective President, one that
doesn't have to worry about being reelected, one that wouldn't have to be re-

Outside WSU
sponsible. This would enable government
to run more efficiently.
If effectiveness and efficiency are more
important to us, perhaps we should abolish the Congress and Supreme Court and
elect a "President for life," so to speak.
This would keep the President from being

inconvenienced by things like re-elections
and checks and balances.
Another sign of the times may be the

By Jim Becker
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings budget balancing bill, recently passed into law. The law
would enable a bureaucracy to balance
the federal budget if Congress is unable.
Congress doesn't want to make the choices as to what corners should be cut or
whether to cut corners at all as opposed
to raising taxes. Thus, bureaucrats, who
are not elected, must do the job.
What we have with the one-term Presi-

dency and Gramm-Rudman-Hollings are
quick fixes to complicated problems.
They, like the 21-year-old drinking age,
are easy alternatives to more tedious
ways (such as encouraging responsibility)
of addressing problems.
We choose quick fixes instead of efficiently dealing with problems for one very
simple reason: We have evolved into a sedated state. We've grown lazy, and our
laziness will cause us to grow weary and
fall asleep. And when we awake, we may
find ourselves bound and gagged by
authoritarianism, having lost sight of
what's needed to preserve a democracy.
Hard to believe? Just ask the Germans.
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Eggs
Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

ports the idea of an across-theboard freeze on federal spending
to help reduce the deficit.
Penny also touched base with
college students by bringing up
the re-authorization of higher
education's financial aid program. While some changes were
made, he said the financial aid
program is still a good program
for students to get aid from. "Students just don't want to see deep
cuts."
"We do our best to hang on to

the current financial aid structure," Penny said, while stressing
the need to crack down on student loan defaulters.
Hitting the international scope,
Penny said he is not in favor of
Reagan's contra aid package.
"None of our allies in the area
want us to provide military aid,"

fare organization to help both
those coming into the program
and trying to leave it. She also
hopes to keep recipients informed on what is going on with
AFDC at the capital. "A lot of
people didn't even know Senate
was going to make cuts in AFDC
(this session)."
Besides support and current
information, French hopes to
draw in guest speakers to talk to
the group about lobbying, depression and stress, education, votech/skill training, and job services.

Representative Tim Penny

he said.
Penny said more constructive
approaches could be found to
solve Central American problems

Winonan photo by Beth Bidne

By TRACY KLOVENS
A larger than usual number of
international students have come
to Winona State this quarter, with
14 new students and seven returners.
"On the average, this is a very
high number compared to previous years," said John Kane, vice
president of student affairs.
Kane felt part of the reason for
the increase was the idea of
meeting new people, introducing
themselves to new cultures and
gaining a good education.
The
international
students
come from as far away as
Malaysia and Libya, with a number of them coming from
Palestine/Lebanon and Norway.
According to Nadine Beezley,
acting director of the International
Students Program, the program
receives ongoing letters from or-

ganizations in other countries requesting information on Winona
State.
"This is one way these students find out about Winona,

Wanted:

We're looking for
students whose interests
aren't narrow. Who want
to write, edit, draw, and
photograph next year's
Winonan.
APPLICATIONS available in 113 Phelps
Hall. All applications should be turned in by
April 18, 1986 to the same office.

Real
News.
Winonan.

along with having friends or relatives already attending this
school," said Beezley.
Beezley admitted that the recent trip to Southeast Asia by
University President Thomas
Stark had a direct connection in
recruiting students to Winona
State.
Since Winona State is always
looking for international students,
it is unlikely to pinpoint how enrollment this quarter came to be

such as negotiations and the
withdrawal of all foreign military
advisors.

Papa
4 John's

so high, Beezley said.
The process for an international student to come to Winona
State takes about six to eight
months and Winona must have
all the necessary papers before
anything can get started, according to Beezley. "The time element is very important to these
students because they want to
come to the United States as
soon as possible," said Beezley.

TOM'S LOCK SERVICE
452-1284

207 JOHNSON ST.

and those on the program is actually painful. "I 'talked to my
folks who are Republicans and
they seem to think there's a lot of
people on AFDC who don't deserve it and should be working,"
French said. "I tried to explain it
to them. Everybody has there
minds made up one way or the
other on the. issue. But maybe
some day something will happen
to their family and they'll find
they were wrong."

Rep. Tim Sherman (IR-Winona)
said he's still in favor of cutting
some of AFDC's allocations, and
that it will definitely come up
again next session. "According
to the calls I got and the letters,
people are demanding reform
and I think anyone who takes a
look at it can see the necessity of
reforming AFDC."

International students increased
Staff Reporter

Sherman said the Catholic
Church had given him figures
showing about 20 percent of
AFDC recipients were chronic
users of the system. "Whenever I
received a call or letter, I would
return a call and I asked them,
'Do you know of any abuse in it
(the program)?' and in almost
100 percent of the cases, the recipients would tell me of specific
examples of abuse they knew of,
from misappropriations to individuals who have expensive property in other people's names."
French said the misconceptions the public has about AFDC

AFDC
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Open Daily
4:00 P.M.
Phone 452-1234

Pitcher of Pepsi, Mountain Dew,
Diet Pepsi with any Pizza
purchase for 79°

Papa John Burger & Fries
$2.95
(Offer Expires April 16)
Both offers good 4-8 p.m., dining room only.

PROTECT YOUR
BICYCLE WITH THE

MASTER
Crimefighter
BIKE LOCK

HALF-INCH
HARDENED
SHACKLE
410

$19.95

Free Delivery
on Winona State Campus

529 Huff, Across from Sheehan Hall, WSU.

SHEEHAN HALL COUNCIL
presents...
"SEMI-FORMAL SPRING
FLING"
Dinner and Dance — Thursday, Apr. 24
will be held in the East
Cafeteria in Kryzsko Commons.
Time:
Menu:

6:00-6:30 pm Social hour
6:30-7:30 pm Dinner
7:30-11:30 pm Dance with DJ
Carved Turkey, Dressing, Gravy,
Ham Roll-Ups (with broccoli &
cheese sauce), Rolls, green
Beans, Corn, Relish Boat,
Tossed Salad, Cottage Cheese,
Fresh Fruit, Eclairs, Cheese
Cake, Coffee, Milk, Water.

Cost/Person: $3.50 + food service #
$6.00 if off food service
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD:
**Apr. 14-16 from 11-1 pm in the Saug
**Apr. 14-16 from 4-6 pm in the cafe
* *Tickets will be good for both Dinner & Dance.

ZACH'S ON
THE
= TRACKS
Mon. thru Sat.,

Same
special service and great
food as before.
Tuesdays — Free Hotdogs

with purchase of any tap
beer.

Wendnesdays Potato Bar
Thursdays Free Tacos
Fridays A Special Surprise!
Specials valid 5-9 p.m. only

Front & Center

454-6939
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Entertainment Nightly

Tues.-Sat.: 11:30-10; Sun.: 11:30-8; Closed Mondays

Pregnant?
and afraid?
There is a friend who cares.

B

Club calendar
WED., 4-9
Noon — Tai Chi Club in Phelps Gym.
4 p.m. — Student Senate Meeting in Purple

irthri g ht

452-2421
free confidential help

free pregnancy test

pack

POINTERS

Did you know that . • •

ROOMS.
6:30 p.m. — "Ording the Ordinary" led by Dave

Mohn at LCC.
7 p.m. — Chess Club Meeting in the Smaug.
9 p.m. — Newman Center Bible Study.
9:19 p.m. — LCC Informal Worship.
THUR. 4/10
Noon — Tai Chi Club meets in Phelps Gym.
Noon b Non-Trads Speaker, Schumacher from
Counseling Center, "Center Resources."
12:05 p.m. — LCC Bible Study in CCM Office.
6 p.m. — Lutheran Collegians Bible Study at St.
Matthews.
7 p.m. — BSU Large Group Meeting.
FRI. 4 / 11

1) In 1984 383 drivers of motor vehicles were
killed in Minnesota in motor vehicle
accidents.

Noon — Tai Chi Club meets in Black Room.
1:00 p.m. — ASO New & Old Officers meet at Yes-

2) 58% of the drivers killed had alcohol in their
blood at the time of the accident.
3) 47% of the drivers killed had blood alcohol
levels about .10 — the legal limit for DWI
conviction.
4) Many people who were in motor vehicle
accidents involving drinking drivers did not
die — instead they will spend the rest of their
lives handicapped.
5) Driving after drinking, or riding with a driver
who has been drinking, is hazardous to your
health!

DON'T DRIVE DRUNK!
DON'T RIDE WITH A DRUNK!
Pace is a student group whose goal is to
promote the responsible use of alcohol. If you
want to take a stand for responsible drinking,
join us. For more information about PACE, call
the Counseling Center at 457-5330

w •f

SUN. 4-13
8:00 p.m. — Music, Concert Choir.
MON. 4-14
Noon — Tai Chi Club meets in PAC lobby.
9-3 p.m. — Art Company Spring Show.
4 p.m. — Biology Club Meeting in PA 216.
5 p.m. — ASO Meeting in Purple Room 105.
TUES. 4-15
Noon — Tai Chi Club meets in Phelps Gym.
WED. 4-16
Noon — Tai Chi Club meets in Phelps Gym.
4 p.m. — Student Senate Meeting in Purple
Rooms.
*If your club or organization wishes to have any thing put in the club calendar, please contact the
ASO at least one week in advance at 457-5309, 118
Kryzsko Commons.

Campus shorts-Still a Chance!

An extension has been given to those
who are still interested in becoming
an S.M.E.A. officer for the 1986-87
school year.Application forms can be
picked up in 120 Kryzsko Commons
or on the bulletin board, 2nd floor Gildemeister.
The deadline for applications is
April 28 and elections will be held
May 5, 4:30 p.m., Purple Rooms 1045. For more information contact Carla
Rosenthal at 457-2709.
Scholarship Available

istration.
Internship Applications received by
your Dean after May 9 will be ready
for the appropriate Mass Registration.
Woman Power!

"Women and Power" is the title of a
program to be held from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. April 26 in Kryzsko Commons.
The program is free and open to the
public. However, $6 will be charged
for lunch and $5 for those interested
in securing .5 CEUs. For additional
information, contact J. Andrews at
457-5428 or K. Lane at 452-7287.

A $250 Helen L. Klein Scholarship

Alumni to Party!

will be awarded this spring to a sophmore elementary education major
who will be a junior this Fall Quarter
1986. Application forms are available
in Gildemeister 143.

The Winona State University Alumni
Annual Reunion April 19 will highlight
the Class of 1936 on its 50th year anniversary of graduation. Registration
will take place at 11 a.m. in Kryzsko
Commons. A $5 fee will be charged
for the Alumni Brunch which will be
served at 11:30 a.m.
A chartered bus tour of old familiar
places around the campus and the
city will begin at 1 p.m.
Reservations for Brunch and Dinner may be made by calling the WSU
Alumni Office at 457-5020 or mailed
to the WSU Alumni Office. Winona
State University, Winona, MN 55987.

Early Summer Interns

A special early registration for summer internships will be held in Somsen 228 May 20, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Applications are available in Somsen 228 and must be completedand
sent to your Dean's Office by May 9
in order to qualify for this special reg-

We Welcome Students to Worship with Us
.or

terday's.

New Courses Offered

The department of mathematics and
computer science will offer a new
class entitled Personal Computer
Usage 115, which will award four
credits and apply to general educa-

tion and natural science requirements.
The health, physical education and
recreation department will offer two
new courses: techniques of Fitness
Programming 323, a three-credit
course applicable as an elective for
department majors and those in
coaching licensure, andBasic Weight
Training 121, offered as a one-credit
course and applicable to general education requirements.
Lobby Course Offered

A political science course entitled
"Lobbying and the Political Process"
will be offered April 18, 1 to 5 p.m.,
and April 19, 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in
Minne Hall 107, Winona State University. The course will be taught by professional lobbyist Gene Mammenga.
To register for this one-credit course,
call 457-5080.
Homecoming??

The Homecoming Committee is seeking students to serve on various subcommittees. Contact the Student Affairs Office in Kryzsko Commons if
you are interested in making Homecoming 1986 a big event.
Meet the Editor

The Winonan Editor can be reached
in Phelps 113 10 a.m. most days of
the week.
Want to talk about the newspaper,
its coverage or other issues, stop by.

•
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Graduate Nurses

V.

Discover employment where your ideals and goals will
come to life. La Crosse Lutheran Hospital offers the

Redeemer Lutheran
1664 Kraemer Drive
Office 452-3828

Sunday Services 8:00 a.m. and
10:30 a.m.
Bible Study 9:15

St. Martin's Lutheran

variety and challenge graduates are looking for in their
first nursing experience.

328 E. Broadway
Office 452-6928

Orientation is structured to meet your special needs as a
graduate nurse. Our clinical ladder promotion system
allows you to pursue a career in nursing without leaving
the bedside.

Saturday services 5:30 p.m.
Sunday 8:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Adult Education Hour 9:15

Employment opportunities exist in many of our nursing
specialties. Write or call today for information and an
application.
Sharon A. Harder, RN, BSN
Nurse Recruiter
608-785.0530, Ext. 3044

Pastor Richard Krenzke
Pastor Michael Fox
Counseling available

V-Pinan
isospririt
1910 South Avenue

La Crosse, WI 54601

Pastor William Flesch

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

LC-MS Congregations
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Living in a River Town
Text by Sue LeTourneau
• Photos by Dan Reiland
High water has drowned out
many areas along the Mississippi
River, with some saying it's the
worst flooding they've ever seen.
The big contributor for the flooding is said to be the snow coming
out of the Chippewa River in
northern Wisconsin.
According to Gary McDevitt,
hydrologist with the National
Weather Service, rapidly melting
snow across northern Wisconsin
and Minnesota from last week
end's record high temperatures
has swollen the Mississippi and
its tributaries to their highest
levels since 1975.
The weather service , forecast a
crest of 17 feet, but the highest
the water hit was 16.59 feet Monday. Flood stage in Winona is 13
feet, so many residents found
themselves underwater.
The spring flood has all of Latsch Island under water, trapping
cars, trucks and other goods on
the highest patches of land.
With the rising waters, the town
of Wabasha is faced with the
threat of becoming an island. The
main road out of the town, Minne-

sota 60, is closed because water
filled the road where it goes
under the railroad bridge. One
end of Wabasha County Road 84
was also closed because of high
waters.
Some riverside cabins at Trempealeau are accessible only by
boat, while some cottages are
propped on concrete blocks to
stay above flood waters.
Businesses seem to be coping
with the flood disaster stating that
the flooding just makes things a
mess. One bait shop owner said
that people are still coming
around for advice on where to
fish.
Crews are said to be working
around the clock to keep the
water on the right side of the
dike. All five permanent pumping
stations are working and a temporary pumping station has been
added near Breezy Acres.
But there's good news in store
for flood sufferers, being that the
river isn't expected to get any
higher. The bad news is that it
probably won't drop noticeably
for awhile.

The Gates of Lock and Dam No.5 were opened to help control the high waters all this week.

,L,
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Cars were not to be found as flood waters covered the road
to Latch Island.

Winona's Levee Park acquired a new look when high waters covered Levee
Drive and park benches.

Owners of tl
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bridge clearance sign indicates to residents how deep the water really is.
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cousin home may find it easier to fish out their window than from their boat.
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Feature
Watch those wrinkles; sun beams popular
By LIZ MILLER
Staff Reporter

The early event of summersunning weather has drawn the
sun-worshippers out. Some students have planned their spring
quarter schedules to accomodate
the best tanning hours. But before stepping out into the sun or
visiting a tanning facility, it is important to be cautious of frequent
over-extended time in the sun,
according to a local experts.
Dr. Frank Bures, dermatologist
at the Winona Clinic, explained
that the sun gives off two different kinds of rays, UVA rays,
which have a long wavelength,
and UVB rays, which have a
short wavelength. UVB rays have
a greater potential for burn and
are not as numerous in tanning

bed bulbs as they are in the sun.
said Bures. He said it takes about
1,000 times more eneray from
UVA bulbs than it takes from sunlight to burn.
According to Ann Salberg,
owner of Winona's European
Tanspa, it is important for the
public to know that less time
should be spent underneath a
greater UVB intensity bulb. She
serves aQ oublic relations head of
the Suntanning Association for
Education, which has the goal of
educating the public about the
differences in tanning beds on
the market.
"I bet that 90 percent of the
population does not know that
each tanning salon has beds
which emit different amounts of
UVBs," said Salberg. She ex-

plained that individual bulbs can
contain anywhere from .03% to
2.5% of UVB rays.
"Many people are skeptical
about the indoor tanning industry
because it is still fairly new and
not much is known about it," said
Salberg
The European Tanspa program
includes ten sessions which are
thirty minutes each in length. The
Tanspa uses tanning beds which
"eliminate all but .03% of burning rays. This almost completely
eliminates the chance for burning," said Salberg.
According to Bures, skin cancer and premature wrinkling are
two possible outcomes of longterm sun exposure.
See Tan, page 11

Ten dine with director
By JANET MEISCH
Staff Reporter

Winonan photo by Dan Reiland

Winona State Senior Scott Moses takes advantage of an early
, spring, and the warm weather to do a little sun tanning.

Winona State's Food Service brought out its
finest linen and china last Wednesday to serve a
meal of ribeye steak and twice-baked potatoes to
about 10 selected students.
The event, which is called "Dine with the Director," was started last year and is held about every
two or three weeks.
According to Mary Simota, food service director, the first group of students chosen for the
meal were picked randomly from a computerized
list of students on food service. "We sent these
students letters telling them of the meal and requested RSVPs from them," she said. Simota
said they didn't receive a good response from the
students and have moved to hand-delivering invitations to students who are now chosen by
members of the Food Service Committee.
The purpose of the meal is to give the director
a chance to meet socially with the students on

food service. "It gives me a chance to get feedback from them and get suggestions on how to
improve our service," said Simota.
She said this also gives her a chance to recruit
students to the Food Service Committee. This
committee, which consists of students on food
service, meets regularly to give menu and premium night suggestions. "We begin each year
with about 15-20 students and by now when the
weather gets nice, we are down to one or two students," she added.
Simota is pleased with the success of the meal.
"We have received some good constructive criticism and the students seem to enjoy the meal,"
she said.
By meeting with about 10 students every two or
three weeks, a number of students can be reached, said Simota. The students attending the dinner are encouraged to bring suggestions they
have heard from other students in their dorm, she
said.

From too much time to not enough

Economics professor turns entrepreneur
By SHERI JACOBSON

Asst. Feature Editor

It all began as a dream 11 years ago, in what
turned into a collaborative effort between two
minds to invent and market products that have
become money-makers for a Winona State professor and his business partner.
Professor of Economics Don Salyards has been
entrepreneur of a business called Comfortex Inc.
since July 1984. Comfortex Inc. sells equipment
for hospital patients in traction, wheelchair cushions, mattresses for the treatment and prevention
of bedsores, and adjustable orthopedic splints.
Why is an economics professor in the business
of hospital equipment?
According to Salyards, Michael Murphy, inventor of these products, approached Salyards two
years ago, with the idea of going into business.
"I've known him and his family for 11 years,"
said Salyards. Ever since the business proposal,
the two work out the responsibilities cooperatively.
"He takes care of the inventions, and I take
care of the business end of it," said Salyards. At
the time Murphy approached Salyards with the
idea, Murphy was an orthopedic technician at LaCrosse Lutheran Hospital in LaCrosse, Wisconsin, therefore knowledgeable in the area of hospital equipment.
The business didn't happen overnight. For one
year, Salyards market-tested the product to find if
the idea was acceptable to buyers. The second
phase, he said, was a prototype developmental
stage. That is, he conducted patent searches and
then went to work at making and improving the
product. That took six to eight months.
Since Dec. 26, 1985, the company has been in
its third capital-producing state. Salyards said
through personal contacts he has found people to
invest in common stock for the company. By April
15, "We will stop selling stock," Saivards said.

Although Salyards has an extensive education,
a bachelor's degree in business administration,
and a masters and Ph.D. in Economics, he believes his past education was minor in giving him
skills to be a businessman. "The qualities to be
an entrepreneur have nothing to do with education," said Salyards.
Instead, Salyards gives credit to past mistakes
for teaching him his business. "You go out there,
and you press the unknown," he said. "This is
the first time I've really attempted something of
this magnitude."
Salyards also learned from the mistakes of others, when he worked as a business consultant for
eight years. "It was a great learning experience,"
said Salyards.
Salyards said he works 12 to 16 hours a day.
From the University, he goes straight to the office,
which is hooked on to his home. "The business
eats up every other spare hour I've got," said
Salyards. He said he stays in the office until midnight each night, and the past year, he's survived
on four-to-six hours of sleep a night.
During those busy work hours, Salyards is
doing something different each day. Two days
last week, he said, he ordered raw materials. This
means price comparing work. One afternoon last
week he met with an investor, and he is to have a
trade show booth completed by May. His partner
is responsible for getting brochures done.
Although Salyards said his business experience makes him a better teacher, it gives him little time for his family. Before, he said he had so
much free time for his family, he got bored. Now,
he said he struggles to find time for them.
Salyards has proven wrong the saying, "Those
that can't do, teach." He said it is usually rare,
though. to find teachers that are in the business
and teach. It is usually one or the other.
See Prof, page 11

Winonan photo by Dan Heliana

Entrepreneur Don Salyards-the business behind inventions.
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Admissions' strategies worthwhile
By SHERI JACOBSON
Asst. Feature Editor

Winona State University has a
large-scale marketing operation
right in its own backyard through
the admissions office to recruit
new students each year.
According to James Mootz, admissions director, travel is one
strategy used by admissions
counselors to area and non-area
high schools. From September to
February this school year, 827
high school visits were made by
six to eight admissions counselors, Mootz said.
In addition, admissions sends
out roughly 300,000 pieces of literature per year, said Mootz.
Telephone calls to freshmen and
advertising in college magazines,
he said, are other ways used to
market Winona State.
With an ever-changing student
market, Winona State's recruiting
strategies change each year, according to Mootz. "In today's society, you've got to be competitive," Mootz said.
This year, Mootz said the admissions staff is developing a
video. Each person working on
the video has a task. One person
will be a writer, for example. And
a cameraman has been hired for
pictures. Also new this year was
a different letter-writing campaign
and an emphasis targeted to
transfer students, which increased 32 percent this year.
Success begins with well-trained admissions counselors who
have good verbal and listening
skills, he said. Winona State's
admissions counselors go
through a six week training program before they can be admissions counselors.
Mootz said they learn intricate
details of Winona State and how
to answer young peoples' questions. Counselors must have the
school catalog well digested, and
in their training, they perform
mock interviews, which are taped

and reviewed, as part of counselor training, he said.
When the counselors talk to interested students, they try to find
out what the student wants,
Mootz said. Some of Winona
State's selling points admissions
focuses on are its student-faculty
ratio, location, scenery and cost.
"State institutions are still a good
buy," Mootz said.
Mootz has been with admissions 12 years and in that time he
has seen a dramatic increase in
enrollment. "My goal is to enroll
1,050 to 1,100 (students) a year,"
Mootz said. He said the university
sets enrollment projections out of
the institutional research office
each year. He said 1,009 students for the fall of 1986 are projected under a $150,000 budget.
According to Mootz, Winona
State spends $100 on each prospective student. Private schools,
he said, spend $700 per student.
He estimates 70 percent of freshmen who apply at Winona State
enroll.
Winona State's admissions has
proven the predictions of doom
and gloom for decreasing college
enrollment wrong since the
1970s, but the admissions office
has to continue trying new things
to keep a share of the student
market with a decrease in high
school students, said Mootz.
"You've got to do things better to
get a decreasing portion of the
pie," he said.
Time goes into admissions
events. April 18 will be transfer
student day for prospective transfer students to come and view the
campus.
Mootz said it takes 12 to 14
weeks for planning bus trips to
bring students in and four to six
weeks in advance to contact high
schools for visits. He said rural
high schools are easier to plan
for than city schools because
rural schools aren't "bombarded" with colleges coming in.
Mootz stressed that the admis-
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Admissions Counselor Carl Stange explains
academic requirements in the catalog with
sions office is only a small part in
marketing a university. He said
when students come to look at a
campus, admissions cannot control other parts of the campus
that have to look good, such as

Traveling counselor
reports student increase
By SHERI JACOBSON
Asst. Feature Editor

You may have seen him before. He is an admissions counselor in his mid-twenties, blond
hair, about 5'8". He frequently
walks around campus giving
tours to interested, wide-eyed
high school students.
"My job is primarily to inform
and educate high school students
on what Winona State University
has to offer them in a higher education," said Carl Stange, who
has worked at Winona State two
years. Stange's on-campus tours
are only one small part of the
Winona State admissions marketing strategy and Stange's busy
schedule.
Much of his job is spent visiting
high schools in southeastern Minnesota, Milwaukee and Illinois,
while giving one-hour presentations on Winona State to prospective students who have expressed interest. When on these
travels, Stange schedules in four
schools a day, one each at 8:30
a.m., 10 a.m., 11:30 a.m. and 1
p.m. He said he sees students
one-on-one, or some schools will
designate him empty classrooms
for space in which to give student
presentations. He said some pri-

"We very honestly try
to project and represent Winona State." —
Carl Stange, admissions counselor.
vate schools will only allow admissions counselors to talk with
students in lunch cafeterias,
which is the "most dreaded" way
of doing it, he said.
An additional job responsibility
for Stange is being director of
call-a-thons, which are phone
calls given by current Winona
State students to high school students from their hometowns who
have shown an interest in
Winona State. In December, Stange said 7,000 calls were made
in seven weeks by college students to high school students.
In the fall, Stange attends national and statewide college fairs
to recruit students. "Chicago and
Minneapolis are .the two fairs I attend," Stange said. "Usually
there are over 800 schools at
these programs," he added.
According to Stange, there is
no magic to selling Winona State.
"We very honestly try to project
and represent Winona State,"

said Stange.
He said Winona State admissions counselors don't have to
twist arms and tell lies. "We're
still selling the school on what it
has to offer," he said.
And Winona State is seeing results. According to Stange, there
has been a 27 percent increase
in freshman enrollment from last
year.
Stange isn't new at this job. He
took the admissions counselor
job as an internship fall quarter
his senior year. He graduated
from Winona State in 1983 with a
Communications Theatre Arts
major.

Michele Barney, a prospective Winona State

student.

the appearance of buildings, the
step in September without a lot of
cleanliness of dorms and the effort," Mootz said.
friendliness or unfriendliness of
professors.
With all of this, "1,100 freshmen don't appear on our door-

Tan
Continued from page 10

"I do not see any purpose in
spending hours in the sun with
tanning as a sole purpose," said
Bures.
Whether spending quite a bit of
time doing outdoor chores or
lying outside constantly, "it is the
accumulated amount of ultraviolet light that is the main environmental determinant of wrinkling and a co-factor in the cause
of skin cancer," said Bures. In
addition, he said merely a few
tanning sessions are not a great
health rick.
What is the reason for this
great stampede to the lakes each
spring?
"Tanning is socioeconomic.

One implication of being tan now
is that it symbolizes great financial status," said Bures. He
found this ironic because "at the
turn of he century, white skin
was a symbol of great financial
status."
Besides becoming aware that
there are different rays emitted
from ultra-violet light, a sun-seeker can protect his or her body by
using a sunscreen.
According to Bures, sunscreen
can allow for 8-15 times longer
spent in the sun without being
burnt. He suggests suntanners
look for a specific chemical called
P.A.B.A. which absorbs UVB rays
and can prevent burning.

Prof
Continued from page 10

"We make some really neat products that help people:' —
Don Sal ards economics professor, on his new business.
Salyards has plans for the
company to develop nationally
and internationally. What started
out with a few file cabinets, wall
panels and three computers may
well develop into a large opera-

tion someday, if iL is economically
feasible said Salyards.
On the human side, "We make
some really neat products that
help people," said Salyards. He
said he's hoping his business will

grow, help and employ a :ot of
people. For 11 years Salyards
looked into entrepreneurship.
"None of them had the potential
that this one did," said Salyards.
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Arts
`Live In Technicolor'

Nothing generic about student band

By SUSAN LeTOURNEAU
Arts Editor

What does The Generic Band
have that no other band has?
Could it be that the band consists
of a mixture of students with different majors and styles of
music? Or could it be that the
band writes and composes every
song that they play? Better yet,
could it be that the band was
started by a student who realized
that there was talent out in the
world that wasn't being expressed?
The 11-member band has been
putting on performances at
Winona State since 1983, and
will continue the trend April 19
and 20 at 8 p.m. on the Performing Art Center's Main Stage.
Started by two alums, Rob
Krueger and Brad Reuvers, the
group began as an outlet for writing songs and the need to express what these students can do
outside of school. Most of the
songs that will be performed have
been written by Krueger and
Reuvers, although some songs
have been written by fellow students and band members Joe LeCleir and Tim Marpe.
The thing that makes this concert such a special one is that
this is Krueger's last concert.
Krueger will soon be moving to
Minneapolis and Reuver's is already out of state at the University of Hawaii studying for a masters of theater.
"This is not only the last concert," said Krueger, "But the
best concert by far. We're all
working toward one single goal,
and that's putting on a good
show."
Although the theme of the previous year's has been the generic
colors of black and white, the
group decided to do something a
little different this year. The
spring motif for this year's concert is "Live in Technicolor" with
the band portraying a laid back,
loose atmosphere.
"There will be something for
everyone in this year's concert,"
said LeCleir. "What was previously jazz music, this year we're
performing a pop style. We feel
that the music will be fun."
And fun is what the group is
aiming for. The members claim

Winonan photo by Brian Poulter
Winona State student Paul Kraimer gets into the swing of
things while practicing as part of the Generic Band last Sunday

night. The Generic Band will perform April 19 at 8 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Center.

they don't have to do the show,
they want to. "This is an extracurricular activity that we ourselves have put together," said
Krueger. "That may be why there's such a sense of loyalty toward
the group."
Krueger stated that the enthusiasm the group has is expressed
by the amount of emotion that is
carried out through the songs.
The group guarantees a "good
time" at the concert. "If people
want to bring their dancing shoes
and get up and dance, we won't
stop them," said Krueger.

over 100 copies at the concert.
This year, the group is producing
a studio tape to be sent to a record company.
So what is to happen next year
after Krueger leaves? "We'll for
sure have another concert," said
LeCleir. "Rob has started something that will stay."
LeCleir said that the band has
always possessed the positive
theme of individuality. "The
group allows you to put your
talents to work, and to express
different ideas through lyrics."
Another band member stated

But can this loose, relaxed concert have the makings of a professional group? According to the
group, as well as several people
who have attended in previous
years, yes. "It appears as though
the group is using no effort to
play," said one student. "I was
amazed at the talent and creativity of the band."
Another viewer said, "The
music is all original. It's not the
studio music that you're used to
hearing."
Last year the group put together a nine song album that sold

that the group allows creativity
and the chance to be a musician
as well as a student. "The energy
is incredible," said LeCleir.
The show is being produced by
Krueger and student Tony Childress, the technical director, and
is sponsored by the Winona State
Music Department. Admission is
$2 for the general public, although anyone who makes a generic food donation will be admitted for half price. All generic food
collected will be donated to the
Winona Food Shelter.

Film review

Hoadley rates Woody Allen film best of year

By DAVE HOADLEY
Staff Reporter

Are you tired of movies that insult your
intelligence and leave you wondering if a
game of Trivial Pursuit might have been a
more productive way of spending two
hours? Woody Allen's new movie just may
be the answer to your problem.
The movie is entitled "Hannah and her
Sisters," and may just be this year's best
movie. The story revolves around a
woman named Hannah and her two sisters, Lee and Holly.
Hannah is superbly played by Mia Farrow, and Barbara Hershey and Dianne
Wiest rPspectivelv do equally finr , lobs as
her siblings. As all Woody Allen films, this
one takes place in New York City.
Ready for a plot rundown? Once married to Mickey (Allen), who thinks he is

dying of a brain tumor, Hannah is now
married to Elliot (Michael Caine) who is in
love with Hannah's sister, Lee. Lee is
married to a shut-in artist named Frederick, whn teaches her the ins and outs of
modern art.
Lee and Frederick split so Lee can
spend time with Elliot, but he can't seem
to leave Hannah.
Meanwhile, Hannah's other sister,
Holly, is a sub-par actress trying to cope
with life and the success of her sisters by
revolting against everything. She and her
best friend, April (Carrie Fisher) -ttempt a
catering business which dissolves because of a man named David, an architect
who falls in love with April.
April tries writing scripts, eventually
succeeds, and marries Mickey, whom she

met years ago when he and Hannah first
divorced. Hannah and Elliot stay married,
and Lee falls in love with a man from
Columb University. They marry, and
everyone lives happily ever after. Now,
Who's on First?
Actually, this works much better on the
screen in a two-hour film that it does on
paper in the Reader's Digest condensed
version. Allen has orchestrated this into a
sensible movie; one that is warm, funny,
and best of all, spontaneous. The audience max ' feel they are watching the
movie from a hidden camera with unrehearsed dialogue and fantastic background music.
I could ramble on all day about how
good this movie was. Suffice to say that
no lover of fine film, and especially no

Woody Allen fan, should allow himself to
miss this movie. I have not seen a movie
of this caliber since "Ordinary Peonle" hit
the scene in 1980.
Allen has made this movie the way
movies are supposed to be made: With
style, humor, and a flair for realism. The
film is rated PG-13, and for good reason.
The dialogue dips into some rather mature subject matter, but nudity and profanity are nowhere to be found.
So c•ab your hest friend ar—'. sneak
away for a couple of hours to see this
year's best movie so far. The theater advertised that the film was showing for one
week only, so hurry, or you'll be missing
the movie people will be talking about
long into the summer months.
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Sports
Softball, baseball battle weather
Women defeat
UW- L to win
tournament

Southern
hospitality
drenches
Warrior '9'

By TOM TUSA
Sports Editor

Rain clouds lingered over
Winona this weekend, and
threatened to put an end to the
Winona State Softball Classic.
Call it fate or call it coincidence. but it was the Winona
State Warriors who put an end to
the tournament by defeating the
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse 2-1 to capture the title game
Sunday afternoon down by Lake
Winona.
La Crosse had bombarded
Winona State 16-3 in the first
game, vvt-lr'h led to the c 1, 2mpionship tilt.
Consecutive singles by Kim
Lewis, Maggie McGinnis and
Dawn Johnson in the bottom of
the seventh lifted the Warriors to
the victory. Vicki Jo Thiesse led
the Warriors with a single and a
triple.
Stait-n pitcher Lis' Danner
was rocked for 10 runs in three
innings to suffer the loss in the
first game. The Warriors had only
five hits in the contest, including
a triple by Chris Gremo and a
double by Marie Holecek.
"We didn't come ready to
play," said Warrior coach Mark
Patterso- about the 1P-2 loss.
"We talked about what an athlete
can do after a game like that so
you don't die in the second
game, and then you can come
out and play the type of ball
game you're capable of.
"I think the team handled
themselves pretty well in the second ga—o "
The Warriors, now 3-3 on the
season, defeated UW-Superior
4-3 and St. Mary's College 8-4 on
Saturday to get to the championship round.
"I think I'm pretty lucky to have
the depth that we do," Patterson

By WAYNE BOWER

Asst. Sports Editor

Winonan photo by Brian Poulter

Winona State pitcher Karen Serum gives felSee Softball page 15 low teammate Marie Holecek a hard time after
Holecek has trouble catching a Serum pitch.

This came during a lull in the action against
the University of Wisconsin-Superior. The
Warriors went on to beat Superior 4-3.

The Winona State baseball
team returned last week from the
not so beautiful weather during
its southern trip.
The Warriors were rained out
in their last eight games, but
managed to win six out of their
first 11 games scheduled on the
road. Winona State now has a record of 8-6-1.
Much of the offensive load was
carried by captains Dan Walseth
and Chris Mosson, along with
sophomore sensation Dean Barkey.
Walseth is leading the team in
several catagories including batting average, with a whopping
.512, 16 runs batted in, five triples and a slugging percentage of
.927.
As a 1984 honorable mention
All-American, Walseth is some
what accustomed to big numbers. The fact that Walseth has
run out five triples is especially
amazing, considering he had surgery for a serious knee injury
three years ago.
Mosson trails Walseth with a
batting average of .400 and leads
the team with three home runs.
A lot of the success that Mosson, a 1985 All-Northern Intercollegiate Conference catcher, is
having, he contributes to Walseth.
"I love batting behind Dan
(Walseth)," said Mosson, "It
seems that pitchers are so concerned with him that once they
get past him they relax and throw
fastballs over the plate."
Barkey places third on the Warrior hit list with an average of
.381. He leads the team with five
doubles, 42 at-bats, and trails

See Baseball page 16

Spring football hopes to answer some questions for Smith
By MITCH ROSEN
Asst. Staff Reporter and

TOM TUSA
Sports Editor

April: the month which generally makes
people slip on their bathing suits and the
thoughts of baseball come to mind.
One doesn't normally think of football in
this type of weather, but try telling the
Winona State football team differently.
Monday, 75 men stepped on Loughery
Field as part of the annual ritual of spring
football. However, this spring will be a little different. It marks the final time thatWarrior head coach Myron Smith will partake in the spring practice.
"This will be the biggest spring practice
we've ever had here," Smith said in an
earlier interview with the Winonan. "We
have a lot of questions that need to be
solved offensively."
Smith feels that the offensive line is the
biggest question mark for the Warriors.
"We feel we need two offensive tackles,
and we think we have them on this squad:"
But probably the biggest spot to fill will
be the quarterback slot. Gone is starter

Scott Moses, who had struggled for most
of the year, leaving senior Mike Hetrick as
the front-runner. Hetrick missed last season with an injury.
The running backs will be solid with Bill
Ihrke, Kurt Lauden and Dan Redman all
returning, as will wide receivers Darren
Ripley and Andy Wellumson.
On the other side of the line is the
strength of this Warrior team, according to
Smith — defense.
"With the re-addition of Karl Amundson
this year, the "D-line" will be very good,"

Smith said. Returning starters on the defensive line are Steve Kosidowski, Tony
Tripicchio, Troy Tonsager and Mike
Loechler.
The loudest praise from Smith goes out
to freshman linebacker Scott Girolamo.
"He is one of the best linebackers to ever
play for me, and that includes guys like
Scott Opfer and Steve McManamon,"
Smith added.
The defensive backfield had some shakeups during the off-season when sophomore Chris Aamodt was dismissed from

Can-Am game to feature six ex-players
By TOM TUSA
Sports Editor

Six former standouts
from the Winona State
football team have been
invited to participate in
this year's Can-Am
game, which will be
held May 10 in Winni-

peg, Canada.
Steve Speer, who has
set virtually every passing record at Winona
State from 1980-84, will
be joined by Jay Aamodt (1984), Leif Nelson
(1984), Steve McManamon (1984), Dave Hope

(1985) and Bret Rrumm
(1985).
Aamodt, who had a
tryout last summer with
the New England Patriots of the National
Football League, is still
See Can-Am page 14

school for scholastic reasons.
The short spring season takes place on
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday for about
one-and-a-half hours per session.
"One of the reasons for spring ball is to
get to know the freshmen from last fall
better," Smith said. "This is also a more
open time to get to know the guys, because there is no game pressure on us.
"Techniques and conditioning are big
parts of spring ball. We try to teach the
guys some things so that they can go
home for the summer, practice it, and
come back in the fall conditioned."
Smith also said that everyone will be
given a good chance in the four weeks,
and there won't be any cuts. A player will
either be invited back for practice in August, or when school starts.
Recently named as the 1986 captains
were Ihrke, Kosidowski and three-year
starting center Orlando Massolini.
"This is by far the most important
spring since I've been here," Massolini
told the Winonan earlier. "We have to try
and establish ourselves offensively."
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One coach coming in,
another out the door
3 still in the hunt for Winona State job
By WAYNE BOWER
Asst. Sports Editor

The search for the new
Winona State women's basketball coach is just about over,
according to women's athletic
director Toni Poll-Sorensen.
With the announcement of
former coach Betty Kelley's retirement in November, the job
opening had attracted several
interested candidates.
Poll-Sorensen and the rest of
the committee in charge of selecting the new coach looked
through 20 completed applications before reducing the number of candidates down to three.
The applications came from
all over the country, including
some major college assistant
coaches that were interested in

becoming head coaches.
Poll-Sorensen said that the
selection is expected to be
made next week when all three
candidates will be granted personal interviews on the Winona
State campus.
Poll-Sorensen chose not to
disclose the names or where
the candidates are from, although she did mention that
they were all from outside of
Minnesota.
As well as being outside of
Minnesota, all three of the final
candidates are women," a fact
that Poll-Sorensen admits
doesn't upset her.
"We didn't eliminate men
from the job on purpose — it
just turned out that way," said
Poll-Sorensen. "But I have to

say a woman would be my preference."
Poll-Sorensen feels that having a woman as a coach gives
the players a role model that
they can relate with, and noted
the fact that less than 50
percent of women's teams are
coached by a woman is a problem.
As far as the Warriors All-District forward Lisa Lockwood is
concerned, the sooner the new
coach is selected the better.
"I'm anxious to get her into
the program and meet her,"
said Lockwood, "I think it is
important for us to know what it
is she wants from us as far as
off-season workouts are concerned."

Weber State hires Bemidji coach
By TOM TUSA
Sports Editor

Joan Campbell, the most successful coach in
Bemidji State University history, has resigned to
accept the head women's basketball coaching
position at Weber State, an NCAA Division I
school in Ogden, Utah.
Campbell guided the Beaver women's squad to
three consecutive NAIA District 13 championships
in her four-year tenure. Her teams set 66 school

records, including 26 career marks last year.
The 1985-86 team captured the Northern Sun
Conference title with an 11-1 record, and set a
school mark with a 25-5 record overall. Bemidji
was ranked 16th in the final NAIA poll, and had a
field goal shooting percentage of .487, the 14th
best in the nation.
Campbell, a graduate of Bemidji State, had a
career record 70-43 with the Beavers.
A search for a new coach is underway.

Women netters split 9-0 scores
By KURT MOSSON
Staff Reporter

Hot and cold would be the only
way to describe the play of the
Winona State women's tennis
team, as they were trounced by
Southwest State University on
Friday, 9-0, and came back to
win by the same score over
Northern State University on Saturday.
Although Friday's score may
not indicate it, the Warriors didn't
go down without a fight. In the
match with Southwest State,
three matches went the full three
sets, and two even needed the
seventh-game tie breaker to decide the victor.
Number two singles player Kris
Schwartz turned in a good effort
before going down to her opponent 6-7, 7-6 and 6-7.
Warrior Coach Betty Kelley had
previously pointed to Southwest
State as being the team to beat
in the conference, but felt that
her team would fare somewhat
better.
"On the way to Southwest, we
knew that they were going to be
tough," said Kelley, "but we did
expect to win a couple of
matches."
Kelley also went on to point out
th(- differences in styles. saying
th Southwest was a hard hitting
teai;i while Winona State relies
more on finesse
Saturday's match was a different story, as the team regrouped
to trounce Northern State.
Though everyone played well
Warrior Baseball on KQ
Tune into KQAL 89.5 FM at
1:15 Friday afternoon and again
at 11:45 Saturday morning to
catch all the action of Winona
State baseball.

on Saturday, Karen Israel led the
way. The number one singles
player disposed of her opponent
quickly 6-3 and 6-2. Israel also
combined with Ann Tobias in the
first doubles match to win 6-1 and
6-4.
Kris Schwartz, Laurie Thorton,
Dawn Bissing and Jodi Ristau all
notched at least one victory
throughout the day.
The weekend left Winona State
with a 5-4 overall record while
they hold a 1-1 mark in the North-

ern Sun Conference .
This week the Warriors will
resume conference play at the
University of Minnesota-Duluth
on Tuesday and then will have a
non-conference match- in with
cross-town rivial the College of
St. Teresa on Thursday. There
is also a scheduled practice
match against the University of
Wisconsin-LaCrosse on Friday.
LaCrosse has already qualified
for the NAIA national tournament.
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Sure it takes time to work on something that's
number 1. And it's something you don't get
credits or money for.
But commitment, dedication, and experience
with an independent newspaper tends to have
some worth. At least employers think so.
Become a part of Minnesota's best college
newspaper, and take a step towards real journalism.
After all, you are what the Winonan is all
about.

Can-Am
Continued from page 13
optimistic about getting another
shot at playing professional football. Aamodt has been working
hard in the weight room with the
dividends paying off nicely.
"Yeah, I'm bigger than I've
ever been," Aamodt said about
his efforts in working out. "I'm still
a little winded, though."

This will be Speer's second
Can-Am appearance after starting last year's game.
"(The Canadian team) wasn't
very good," said Speer, who has
been said to be able to throw a
football 70 yards. "We scored 28
points in the first quarter.
"We used just about every trick
play ■.^:e had here P + Winona
State, and they all worked. Playing in the game is a real good experience," added Speer.

Women's track home for only time
The Winona State women's track team will host its only outdoor track meet this Saturday at the Winona Senior High.
Saturday will be Parents Day for the runners, and will include a banquet dinner at night.
The meet is scheduled to start at 10 a.m.

Aren't You
Hungry ? B
1215 Gilmore
Winona

KING

411111111111111.

NEW
CHICKEN
TENDERS
$1.39 6 PIECE
1 .99 9 PIECE
$ G.69 12 PIECE

SAVE ON PAN-STYLE

PIZZA

PERF ION
Free
Delivery

FREE 2 LITER COKE WITH MEDIUM OR "Ii!
LARGE PIZZA ORDER.
Take Out or Delivery.

Applications are now available in Phelps 113 for all
Winonan positions next year. Deadline is April 18,
1986, 5 p.m.

Limited delivery area. One coupon per order. Void
with other specials. Expires 4/24'86

Winona 454-6185
One coupon per slice. Void with other specials.
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Shower
Talk
By Wayne Bower
Guest Columnist

Fans don't have any excuses left

Winonan photo by Brian Poulter

UW-Superior pitcher Barb Heckkinen tries
to cover home plate as Winona State's Lisa

Maier scores on a wild pitch. Winona State
won the game 4-3 on Saturday.

You've Heard of us...
Mt•

VIS V---"*"
Vote Registration

Book Exchange
S ILC‘"
SO-

Faculty Evaluations

O
O

...Be A Part Of Us.

Student Senate
Elections
April 29, 1986
Positions Available
• President • Vice President • Treasurer
• 18 Senators - 6 Seniors, 6 Juniors, 6
Sophomores

Filing Dates March 31-April 11
Applications available in Senate
Office located in Kryzsko Commons

Softball

Continued from page 13
said. "We've had a number of
people heme up with key hits or
plays so far. I can depend on a
lot of people."
If there has been a downpoint
in this early season, it has been
the defense. In the six games
played, the Warriors have committed 15 errors, including two
-games with six miscues each.
"I'm not pleased with the fundamental mistakes we've been
making defensively," Patterson
said. "We're capable of playing
much more solid ball."
The Warriors opened up their
Northern Sun Conference yesterday against the University of Minnesota-Duluth (the results were
not ayai 1-0, 1e for press +'-he) and
a few Warriors have started off
strong.
"I'm real pleased with the
progress of Dawn Johnson," Patterson said. "As a sophomore,
she is really coming around to be
a strong player. We're really
pleased with her development.
"Also Karen Serum has been
throwing the ball real well for us
and Lisa Maier has done a real
good job coming off the bench."

A few months ago, I wrote a somewhat nasty column in regards
to the fans at Winona State.
In fact, unless my memory fails me, I made a comment similar to
them being the worst in the country.
Well. I have to admit after witnessing the turnout at many of the
Warrior basketball games, I was forced to put my foot in my mouth,
but believe it or not, it was the first time that I ever enjoyed the taste
of leather (and I've eaten in the WSU cafeteria for the last four
years).
Your support helped lead a Warrior basketball team into the
playoffs for the first time in about 15 years. Now I have another challenge for you. Friday and Saturday will be the first home games for
the Winona State baseball team.
If you were around the 'ast two years, this is the team that has
treated its fans to two straight conference championships and now
they are going for their third.
This year's team is as exciting as any other. Led by the hitting of
Dan Walseth, who is boasting a .512 batting average after 15
games, and the pitching of Jon Wisecup, making a bid for his fourth
consecutive victory of the year on Friday, this ball club is fun to
watch.
If you are fan of team speed, you won't be disappointed as the
team has stolen 31 bases already.
A year ago, Scott Cozad stole a school record 36 bases and again
he is off to a good start with nine thefts, and ahead of him is Chris
Shimek, who has heisted 10.
I can think back and remember all the excuses that I heard about
not attending Winona State sports and I've even thought of a few
more. Unfortunately for you fans of apathy, none of them apply. One
of the biggest excuses for not going to basketball games was that
they interfere with school work. I know there are exceptions, but
there is no way that the majority of this c,t-npus is concerned with
their school work on Friday and Saturday afternoons.
Another of the excuses was that $1 was just too expensive to
watch a sporting event. That is covered also, as there is no charge
for admission to baseball games.
Worried that you will miss valuable tanning time by watching a
baseball game? Well, contrary to popular belief, the sun does shine
on baseball fields. So unless you really try, you are gonna get as
much sun down there as any place else — unless, of course, you
are one of those really secure people that deem it necessary to
hang around artificial tanning booths.
I know what you are saying, "Hey, it's spring quarter and it's the
weekend and I wanna go out and get drunk." Well, I am going to
make a personal challenge to anybody who shows up at the train
tracks in left field with that attitude, and can walk away sober.
I think that I have covered all the reasons for not attending at least
one of the four games this weekend. Oops! I forgot the most obvious obstacle. The games are played on the weekend, and we all
know what happens on the weekend at this school. All of mommy's
babies go home for a couple of days so they can be with their parents and high school friends.
I don't think I can even address this problem. After all, what would
a young adult in college want to stay at school for on the weekend
when they can go home to their old friends and mommy and daddy?
All kidding aside, if you are in town and don't have any pressing
engagements, come down to the field for a few innings. I guarantee
you won't be disappointed.
By the way, the first game of Friday's doubleheader starts at
1:00, and the first game of Saturday's doubleheader is at 12:00.

The Penguin Zesto

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

452-9444
602 E. 3rd St.
Open Daily 11 a.m.

NEW THIS YEAR
"Goo-Goo" Sundaes
& Shakes

TACO'S

2 K Run From Memdrial Hall

Complete Dairy Bar
CONES • SHAKES • SLUSH
• SUNDAES • SANDWICHES • POPCORN

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
A confidential, non judgmental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.
64 1/2 W. 5th

452-4307
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Baseball
Continued from page 13
Mosson with two homers.
As a team, the Warriors are
batting .304.
Another aspect that Grob is
pleased with, although very surprised, is the team's base stealing.
At the beginning of the season
Grob didn't expect to be running
too much, but as a team, the
Warriors have stolen 31 bases in
36 attempts.
When it comes to stolen bases,
Grob feels that he has the man in
center fielder Scott Cozad.
A year ago, Cozad stole a
school record 36 bases and this
year he is off to another good
start, stealing nine in as many
tries.
"Scott is what I call a professional runner," said Grob. "He
has all the instincts, knows when
and how to get the jump and he
is just fun to watch."
Grob does feel, however, that if
Shimek can learn what Cozad already knows that he could possibly be even better.
As good as the offense did,
Grob was particularly pleased
with his pitching staff.
Grob pointed to some of the
less experienced pitchers — in
particular John Costello, Steve
Eiswirth and Mike Kosidowski.
Relief pitcher Dave Repinski
was suffering from a sore arm
and didn't throw at all during the
trip, and due to this, Grob feels
that he has found himself another
iron man in freshman Brad
Lange.
Lange made five appearances
on the trip, and according to
Grob, wanted more action. The
freshman lefthander was going to
be used as the Warriors fourth
starter behind Jon Wisecup,
Scott Mapes and Todd Kieffer,

Steve:
I got my credit cards today!
They sent me all 3 of them.
They ah, said I was ah, so
good that ah, they even
sent me ones I didn't apply
for; yeah, yeah, that's it!
HORSE RIDING
EVERY DAY BY
APPOINTMENT
Sat., Lessons-Group
Rates
Big Valley Riding
Academy
Gayle 454-3305 Evenings

I Government Jobs $
i $16,040 - $59,230/yr.
; Now Hiring. Call 1-805- !
I 687-6000 Ext. R-6195 I
for current federal list. i

I

THE SKY'S
THE
LIMIT
Are you a college senior or graduate looking for a way to move
up? Learn to be an
Air Force Pilot or Navigator and receive
excellent benefits.
If it seems like your
future is up in the air,
contact your Air
Force Recruiter. Call
TSgt Vance (507)
625-3210 Collect
=■.
MUM MOW
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but will be replaced by Kosidowski for the time being.
Wisecup managed to pick up
two wins on the trip including a
shutout and leads the team with
an earned run average of 1.80.
This week, Mother Nature permiting, promises to be a busy
one for the Warriors as they are
scheduled for doubleheaders
against the College of St.
Thomas on Tuesday, the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire on
Wednesday, and then the weekend will find the Warriors in the
friendly confines of Loughrey
Field for the season home opener.
Coincidently, the home opener
will also be the Northern Intercollegiate Conference opener, and
the defending NIC champs will be
tested early as they go against
the University of Minnesota-Duluth.
Duluth is considered by Warrior
coach Gary Grob to be one of the
teams that Winona State will
have to beat in order to keep
their crown. Going into this week,
Duluth has a record of 3-3-1.
Action begins at 1:00 on Friday

en's tennis team lacks experience
By TOM TUSA
Sports Editor

Optimism looms very large on the part of
those associated with the Winona State men's
track team, despite losing six letterwinners
from last year's squad.
In fact, the only letterwinner returning is
Jeff LaBadie, a member of the 1984 team. LaBadie did not participate last season.
"We feel we have a good nucleus on the
team besides the point we have only one letterwinner returning," said coach Robert Gunner.
LaBadie will be holding down the number
one singles slot and will be paired with Bob
Kvas, the number two singles man, in doubles
play.
Hai Le and Tim Brandt will pair up, besides
being numbers three and four singles, respectively. Mike Justin, the number five singles,
will team up with Dave Swanson. Larry Scharmota should also see some action.
The Warriors placed fifth in the Northern Intercollegiate Conference tournament last season, and are not expected to be that powerful
of a team.
The men netters had three matches last

week, winning one.
On Thursday, St. Mary's College upended
Winona State 6-3. The winning matches for
the Warriors were Le defeating Steve Trensch
7-6, 6-3. The doubles teams of Le and Brandt
defeated Trensch and Eric Bakken 6-3, 3-6, 63 and the LaBadie-Kvas combo knocked off
Larry Gendron and Dave Cox 6-3, 6-3.
Friday, the Warriors tipped the University of
Wisconsin-River Falls 5-4. The winning
matches were by Kvas over Chris McCartney
6-4, 6-3. Le beat Steve Koehler 6-4, 6-3 and
Swanson bettered Scott Buehlke 6-4, 1-6, 6-2.
The doubles teams of Le-Brandt beat KoehlerChong Lee 6-2, 4-6, 6-4 and LaBadie-Kvas topped Jeff Gust-McCartney 6-2, 6-3.
On Saturday, St. John's smashed the Warriors 9-0.
"I was pleased with our performances,"
Gunner said. "We're inexperienced and I think
we had some first-meet jitters, which probably
was why our doubles did better than our singles."
This weekend, the Warriors will be in Duluth
to take on the Bulldogs Friday, and then
Moorhead State and Northern State on Saturday.

and 12:00 on Saturday

GRADUATES
CALL
1-8000457-4065
FOR $400 AND
PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT ON A
NEW FORD

It's Easy To
For $400 from Ford
Motor Company

■ You must receive at
least a bachelor's degree
or a state RN license
between October 1, 1985
and September 30, 1986.

For Pre-approved
Credit from Ford
Credit
■ You must have verifiable employment that
begins within 120 days
of your qualifying vehicle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordinary living expenses and
your vehicle payment.
■ Your credit record, if
you have one, must indicate payment made as
agreed.

•••
must receive at least a
bachelor's degree or a
state RN license between
October 1, 1985 and September 30, 1986.

These Vehicles Are
Included In The Plan
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang,
Thunderbird
Mercury: Lynx, Topaz,
Capri, Cougar
Ford Truck: Aerostar,
Bronco II, Ranger,
F-150 & F-250
00._EGE c/
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You are eligible for $400
even if you don't finance
your purchase. Use it
toward your down payment or get a check from
Ford after the purchase
or lease.

The amount of your preapproved credit is determined by the qualified
vehicle you buy.
If a vehicle is not in
dealer stock, it must
be ordered by June 1,
1986. Delivery of all
vehicles must be taken
by August 31, 1986.
For complete details on
how to get your $400
plus pre-approved credit,
call the toll-free number
today.

1-800-457-4065

